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Abstract. Person following by mobile robots in unconstrained environments 
has not been yet successfully solved, and new approaches to tackle this problem 
need to be developed. The main goal of this article is to analyze the use of state-
of-the-art computer vision methods for human detection and tracking when a 
robot is trying to follow a person. The methods were selected taking into 
account their accuracy in previous studies as well as being real-time or near 
real-time. Thus, tracking based on a HOG person detector, tracking-by-
detection with Kernels and compressive tracking were analyzed and compared 
to methods based on the use of Kinect and laser sensors using a database built 
specifically for this purpose. The database was captured using a service robot, 
and it considers real-world conditions. The results show that the vision-based 
methods are much more robust for tracking purposes than standard range-based 
methods used by the robotics community, although being slower. 
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1 Introduction 

The detection and tracking of humans by robots are key abilities of service and social 
robots. These basic abilities are required to implement several applications, among 
them person following. If robots will be part of our daily life in a near future, then 
they need to be able to follow us, as well as to walk with us and navigate among us, in 
daily life environments. However, person following by mobile robots in 
unconstrained environments has not been yet successfully solved. For instance, in the 
2012 RoboCup@Home competition1, 14 of 17 service robots were not able to follow 
a human in the “Follow Me” test, competition which was ran in an indoor setup under 
dynamic conditions (non-controlled illumination, audience near the robots, etc.) 
[6][7][8]. 

In the RoboCup@Home community most of the research teams address the person 
following problem by using active infrared-based depth sensors such as the Kinect 
and lasers. But, as it will be shown in this article, the use of this kind of sensors is not 
                                                           
1  Robocup@Home competition website: http://www.robocupathome.org/ 
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always reliable, because their sensing capabilities depend on the reflecting material 
(e.g. in many cases black materials do not reflect enough infrared light), and on the 
amount of solar light received by the sensor in outdoors or through windows (sunlight 
can saturate the IR sensors or the projected IR patterns).  

We think that the use of computer vision algorithms applied to visible-spectrum 
images needs to be considered and further analyzed as an alternative for solving the 
person following problem. Computer vision approaches can eventually replace or at 
least complement systems based on depth sensors. In this context, the main goal of 
this article is to analyze the use of state-of-the-art computer vision methods for human 
detection and tracking when a robot is trying to follow a person using visual (RGB) 
cameras. The methods to be analyzed were selected taking into account their accuracy 
in previous studies as well as being real-time or near real-time. The methods are: 
Histograms of Gradients[4], Tracking-by-Detection with Kernels [2], and Visual 
tracking using Compressing Tracking [1]. 

Human following systems based on these methods and on the use of the Kinect and 
laser sensors will be compared using a database built specifically for this purpose. 
Thus, RGB video sequences, Kinect sequences and laser sequences, taken using a 
tele-operated service robot that followed a person in different setups, were captured. 
They include realistic conditions such as dynamic backgrounds, multiple persons, 
occlusions, and uncontrolled illumination. This dataset will be made public for future 
studies. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 problems associated to the 
use of infrared-based depth sensors are described. In Section 3, the human detection 
and tracking methods under comparison are presented. In Section 4 the evaluation of 
the different methods is described. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5. 

2 Operation Problems of IR-Based Range Sensors 

Infrared (IR) based range sensors such as the Kinect or lasers, suffer some operation 
problems that depends on environmental conditions of daily life environments, such 
as the color and texture of the reflecting material, and the amount of solar light 
perceived by the sensor in outdoors or through windows. These factors affect the 
robustness of perception systems built based on the use of these sensors, and in 
particular the performance of person following systems. 

We conducted a series of experiments in order to show that these problems do 
exist. Our goal is not to quantify these problems, but to show their existence. In the 
experiments, a person or an object was placed in front of a Kinect sensor, a Hokuyo 
laser and a standard RGB camera, and the sensor response was recorded and 
analyzed. Some of the experimental results are shown under different visualizations in 
Figure 1. In the case of the Kinect images (second column in graphs shown in Fig. 1), 
grey scale values indicate depth (distances), with higher values (e.g. bright) indicating 
larger distances and low values (dark) indicating closer distances. The black color 
indicates that no object was detected. In the case of the laser sensor (third column in 
graphs shown in Fig. 1)), blue and green areas correspond to segmented object 
candidates. The blue ones correspond to objects that are discarded based on their 
geometry (size, shape, distance, etc.), while the green ones correspond to person 
candidates. Two green hues are used to facilitate the visualization of person 
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The third set of experiments addresses the sensors’ dependence on the angle of the 
reflecting surface of the object to be detected. Figures 1 (d) and (e) present the output 
at different distances and rotations for the same cloth (black leather jacket) considered 
in Figures 1 (b-c). In Figures 1 (d) no rotation is applied to the cloth, case where the 
laser and the depth camera do not detect the subject at 3mts (the cloth appears as 
black in the image). Moreover, in Figures 1 (e) a slight rotation (pitch) is applied to 
the fabric and the laser does not detect the object at 1 meter or more, while the depth 
camera does not detect the fabric at 2mts or more. This clearly shows that active 
depth sensors are not robust enough for detecting some materials under real-world – 
but not difficult-- conditions. 

3 Person Following Methods under Comparison 

Person following can be modeled as a human tracking problem plus a basic control of 
the robot pose. It can be tackled using RGB or range cameras. In these two cases 
bounding boxes are tracked in the image space, and the tracking is implemented by 
using tracking algorithms or detection algorithms. In the case of detection algorithms, 
the tracking is performed by integrating detections over time. 

In order to analyze the performance of visual-based human tracking and detection 
algorithms for person following, we have selected three state-of-the-art methods: 
Histograms of Gradients (HOG) [4] applied to human detection, Tracking-by-
Detection with Kernels [2], and Visual tracking using Compressing Tracking [1]. The 
use of these algorithms is compared with the Kinect sensor (together with the 
OpenNI2 framework) and the use of a laser-based approach. In this last case the 
method does not track explicitly a human, but “the object” in front of the robot. 

Based on these basic tracking algorithms, 10 different tracking methods are 
implemented and compared. Table 1 presents a summary of the methods. Note that the 
processing times in the table correspond only to the running of the algorithm and do not 
consider the sampling frequency of the sensor. The visual methods are evaluated using 
the implementation of the original authors. We briefly describe each of the methods: 

HOG: Visual tracking using a HOG person detector [4]3. This detector performs 
an exhaustive search over different scales and locations of the image using a sliding 
window approach: each window of the image is analyzed and classified either as a 
person or a non-person. It uses HOG features and a part-based analysis that makes use 
of SVMs classifiers. We used only one cluster (training samples can be clustered 
based on their aspect ratio), and only one model for the person class was built. The 
training was done using the original database of the VOC challenge 2007 --obtained 
from its web page-- but after removing the images of subjects riding bicycles. 

HOG1/2: Visual tracking using a HOG torso detector based on [4]. This is the 
same as HOG, but only the upper part (torso) of the subjects is used for the training 

                                                           
2  OpenNI: http://www.openni.org/ 
3  Implementation used: http://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~rbg/latent/,  

Version 5 
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of the detector. This allows the system to be able to detect subjects standing [4] close 
to the robot --when only the torso is visible--, but also in cases when the subject is far 
away from the camera. 

TDK: Visual tracking using Tracking-by-Detection with Kernels [2]4 . During 
operation the method (re)-trains a classifier at every frame of the video. During the 
training it uses samples from the previous frame of the object being tracked (thus it is 
called Tracking-by-Detection). The main difference with existing similar methods is 
that the training and the classification is done in the Fourier-space thanks to the use of 
a circulant matrix representation that allows to perform the training and the detection 
at a very high frame rate. For including temporal information, the method performs a 
temporal averaging of the classifier’s parameters. See [2] for details. 

CT: Visual tracking using Compressing Tracking [1]5. This method extracts Haar-
like features from the image and projects them using a sparse matrix to obtain the 
features to be used by a classifier. The sparse matrix is selected using a procedure 
inspired in Compress Sensing. The used classifier is a naïve Bayes classifier that is 
updated online over time. As in the case of TDK, a classifier is trained using positive 
and negative samples obtained from the previous frame.  

Kinect: A depth image for detecting and tracking people is processed by using the 
OpenNI framework (using UserGenerator.GetUsers(aUsers, nUsers) function 
available in the NiUserTracker subproject, OpenNI v1.5.2.23). This method applies a 
segmentation algorithm to the depth image to detect people, and it uses motion 
information to initialize the tracking. 

Laser: A laser model URG04LX is used to capture scan-lines, which are 
transformed into segments. At the initialization stage, a person stands in front of the 
robot and the corresponding segment is initialized as the one corresponding to the 
person to be tracked. Afterwards the segment is tracked across the frames [5]. 

For all visual methods we implemented a version that re-initializes the tracking 
when the detection is lost. We refer to these variants with a +RE postfix. Given the 
fact that these methods are based on statistical classifiers, in case the classifier gives a 
very low confidence output, the classifier is re-initialized and re-trained (TDK and 
CT) or the temporal tracking is re-initialized (HOG and HOG1/2). The corresponding 
variants are: HOG+RE: Visual tracking using a HOG person detector with re-
initialization, HOG1/2+RE: Visual tracking using a HOG torso detector with re-
initialization, TDK+RE: Visual tracking using TDK with re-initialization, and 
CT+RE: Visual tracking using CT with re-initialization. 

Temporal Tracking, Initialization and Re-initialization 
The similarity between detection windows is measured following the criteria used at 
the Visual Object Challenge (VOC) [3]. It corresponds to the ratio of the intersection 
and the union of a pair of bounding boxes. Given two bounding boxes, , :  

 ( , ) = area( ∩ )
area( ∪ )  (1) 

                                                           
4  Implementation used:  
http://www2.isr.uc.pt/~henriques/circulant/index.html 

5  Implementation used:  
http://www4.comp.polyu.edu.hk/~cslzhang/CT/CT.htm 
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If two bounding boxes are identical in size and they are located in the same 
position, this measure will be 1, and it will diminish as the boxes are farther away 
from each other, or if the sizes of the bounding boxes differ. This measure is used in 
this work for the following purposes: 

- Maintaining temporal coherence for HOG and HOG1/2 methods. HOG-based 
methods may detect more than one person in a scene. To select the one being 
tracked, all detections of the current frame will be compared with the detections 
of the previous frame, and the one with maximum  score will be selected as 
the detection of the current frame. If no detection is found in a frame, the 
prediction from the previous frame is kept as the current prediction. 

- Comparing a detection  with the ground truth  during the evaluation of 
the methods. A detection  will be considered correct iff ( , ) > 0.5. 

- Selecting the bounding box corresponding to the object to initialize or re-
initialize the methods: during tracking initialization, given that in all videos the 
person to be tracked is centered in the image and standing in front of the robot at 
the first frame, we used a HOG1/2 torso detection as the bounding box (window) 
corresponding to the subject at the first frame. All methods are initialized using 
this window. In the cases where HOG1/2 detected more than one person in the 
first frame, the initial detection was selected using the detection that was closest 
to a window of size 340x400 with the following coordinates: top-left (150,80), 
and bottom-right (500,480) – we will call this window W0. 

In the case a detection is not found, a +RE detector is re-initialized completely 
using the same criteria used for initializing the tracking: a HOG1/2 detector is 
applied, and the HOG1/2 detection closest to W0 is selected as the new detection. If 
HOG1/2 did not detect any subject, the detection window from the previous frame of 
the corresponding method is used instead of HOG1/2. Note that in the case of 
TDK+RE and CT+RE, when a re-initialization is performed, the classifier is trained 
again from scratch without using information from previous frames. 

Table 1. Overview of methods under comparison. Processing times (fps) do not include the 
time required to capture the data. 

Name Sensor Methodology 
Processing Time (fps)** 

Reference 
VD1* VD2* VD3* 

Kinect Kinect Person detection 79.14 75.58 77.83 OpenNI 
Laser Laser Laser Scanning 1316.41 1575.92 1631.39 [5] 
HOG Visual Person detection, HOG Features 0.40 0.40 0.39 Based on [4] 

HOG1/2 Visual Torso detection, HOG Features 0.41 0.41 0.41 Based on [4] 
CT Visual Compressive Tracking 31.15 30.87 31.35 [1] 

TDK Visual Tracking by detection using Kernels 18.33 16.39 8.47 [2] 
HOG+RE Visual HOG + re-initialization 0.40 0.40 0.39 Based on [4] 

HOG1/2+RE Visual HOG1/2 + re-initialization 0.41 0.41 0.41 Based on [4] 
CT+RE Visual CT + re-initialization 18.27 12.08 18.98 Based on [1] 

TDK+RE Visual TDK + re-initialization 18.56 1.53 8.08 Based on [2] 

* A description of videos VD1, VD2 and VD3 is given in the next section. 
** This time does not consider the sampling time of the sensor, but only the processing time. 
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4 Evaluation 

Database Description 
The UCHFollow database was created in order to carry out the evaluation of the 
methods described in the previous section. The database is divided into three sets: 
Visual Set (V set), Visual-Occlusion Set (VO set), Visual & Depth Set (VD set). The 
data was captured using a tele-operated service robot that followed a person in 
different setups. The data sequences were acquired using the 8-bit VGA resolution 
camera (640×480 pixels) available on the Kinect (we will refer to this camera as the 
RGB camera), a Kinect range sensor, and a Hokuyo laser sensor. In the case of the V 
and VO sets, only the RGB camera was used to capture the data, while in the VD case 
the RGB camera, the Kinect’s range sensor and a laser sensor were used. The data 
sequences include realistic conditions such as dynamic backgrounds, occlusions, 
uncontrolled illumination, and multiple persons. In the VD and V sets, the person 
being followed walks at about 4 [km/h]. The database is available for research 
purposes and can be downloaded at http://vision.die.uchile.cl/personfollow/. 

The V set consists of 8 videos, V1 to V8, obtained under different conditions 
(natural variations in illumination, indoor setup, pose, clothes, occlusions, and 
background). The VO set consists of 4 videos, VO1 to VO4. In these videos the 
followed person remains at a fixed distance and is occluded by another person for 1, 
2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 seconds. The VD set consists of 3 videos (VD1 to VD3), obtained 
under different conditions (natural variations in illumination, indoor setup, pose, 
clothes, occlusions, and background) captured using the three sensors. 

Details of each video are available in Table 2. For each video the ground truth was 
generated using the following procedure: for every 10th frame of the video the 
bounding box of the subject to be tracked was annotated, and the bounding boxes for 
the remaining frames were obtained by interpolation. Special attention was given to  
 
Table 2. Database Summary: Visual Set (V Set), Visual Occlusion Set (VO Set) and Visual & 
Depth Set (VD Set) 

AvgOL: Average Occlusion Length. OC: Occlusions. PBG: people in the background 

Video 
Duration 

Frames/Time
#  

Subjects 
#  

OC 
AvgOL 
[frames] 

Type of 
Cloth 

Black 
cloth Description 

V1 3444 4:23 1 0 0 Texture No Good illumination 
V2 2786 3:18 1 0 0 Uniform No Good illumination 
V3 3101 3:57 1 0 0 Texture No Good illumination 
V4 3341 4:29 >5 4 5.25 Texture No Good illumination, interaction w/ people, OC 
V5 1731 2:10 >20 1 6 Texture No Complex scenario, PBG, interaction w/ people, OC 
V6 5001 5:57 >20 19 9.47 Uniform Yes Complex scenario, PBG, interaction w/ people, OC 

V7 3011 3:44 >20 8 9.25 Uniform Yes 
Complex scenario, PBG, 2 persons walking side by 
side, interaction w/ people, OC 

V8 4431 5:21 2 2 388 Uniform No Complex scenario: subject enters elevator, OC 
VO1 2141 2:37 2 9 97.78 Uniform No Subject remains at a fixed distance, OC 
VO2 1561 1:52 2 6 155.83 Uniform No Subject remains at a fixed distance, OC 
VO3 1681 1:54 2 6 155 Texture No Subject remains at a fixed distance, OC 
VO4 1851 2:41 2 8 120.37 Texture No Subject remains at a fixed distance, OC 
VD1 1151 1:27 >20 0 0 Texture No Complex scenario, PBG 
VD2 1131 1:24 >20 7 9.57 Texture No Complex scenario, PBG, OC 

VD3 1901 2:19 >20 1 10 Texture No 
Complex scenario, PBG, interaction of followed 
person w/ people, OC 
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occlusions, situation in which frames just before and after the occlusion were 
annotated. A subject was considered as not occluded (i.e. visible) if at least three of 
the following four parts of the body were visible: left arm, right arm, head, and torso. 

 
Evaluation Methodology 
Three sets of experiments were carried out. The first two make use of the V and VO 
sets, respectively, to compare the different methods that use RGB images. The third 
experiment uses the VD set to compare visual-based and depth-based methods.  

For every frame, each method gives as output a bounding box of the region that 
contains the object of interest; the only exception is the laser tracking, which gives as 
output a line segment containing the object of interest. (This segment is first mapped 
to a segment (of length d) in the image plane. The laser’s mapped bounding box’s 
bottom side is set to the mapped segment, and its height is 1.6*d.) For each frame the 
bounding box is compared to the ground truth (eq. (1)), and if the similarity between 
both is larger than 0.5, the detection is considered correct, otherwise incorrect. If the 
person is occluded, the ground truth does not exist for that frame, and thus that frame 
is not considered during the evaluation. For the whole video the detection rate (DR) is 
measured as the number of correct detections (counted over the frames with ground 
truth annotations) divided by the number of frames where the subject is visible. All 
methods give one and only one prediction per frame, thus the DR summarizes the 
performance of the method (false positives do not need to be evaluated). 
 
Evaluation Results 
In Table 3, we can see the detection results of the methods evaluated in the V set. 
HOG1/2+RE shows the best mean performance, followed by HOG1/2 that is able to 
obtain up to 100% in a difficult video (see description of video V5 in Table 2). It can 
also be observed that the full body HOG method does not have a good performance. 
This behavior is expected because in this video most of the time the whole body of 
the human being tracked is not completely visible. Video V8 is difficult because in 
this situation the robot must follow a person that enters and exits from an elevator, 
and therefore the robot must enter and exit the elevator too. When the person is in the 
elevator, the tracked person is very near to the robot and only partially visible, thus 
the ground truth is not defined at these frames. In this video, HOG1/2+RE obtains a 
95.13% of correct detections. It can be also observed that the performance of the TDK 
and CT tracking methods is low, but these results improve largely if the methods are 
re-initialized. For example, the detection accuracy of CT increases from 29% to 75% 
in video V1, and increases from 36% to 84% in video V5. The best performance in 
terms of detection rate was obtained by HOG1/2+RE, followed by CT+RE. In terms 
of processing times, as presented in Table 1, CT is the fastest method with almost 
30fps, while CT+RE – which uses HOG for re-initialization-- performs at 4 to 10 fps 
depending on the video. On the contrary HOG1/2 is the best performing one, but at 
the same time is rather slow, running only at 0.4 fps. 

Figure 2 shows the results as accumulated detections over time. In all subfigures 
the dashed red line indicates the performance of a perfect tracking (the red dashed line 
is not visible in some images because some of the methods had perfect performance), 
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and vertical red lines are used to indicate occlusions of the subject being followed. 
Recall that frames where an occlusion happened were not evaluated (no person to 
track!), and thus all methods have a flat performance during that time. In Figure 2 it 
can be observed that occlusion is one of the greatest problems affecting the 
performance of the methods (e.g. Figure 2, Video V6). 

Table 4 and Figure 3 present results for the experiments with occlusions using the 
VO set. In these experiments, the subject was static and completely visible (torso and 
legs), and a second subject occluded the one being tracked for increasing periods of 
time, going from 2 to 32 seconds. The HOG+RE method has the best performance, 
followed by HOG1/2+RE, and HOG. TDK+RE has a clearly better performance than 
CT+RE. In these videos, unlike in the V set, the full body of the person is visible, 
which favors HOG variants over HOG1/2 ones. It is important to note that the 
recovering time of the methods to occlusions is critical for their performance: if the 
robot loses a subject for too long time, it may be impossible to catch up him/her again 
(the robot may be far from the subject). Also a tracking method that looses a subject 
after even short occlusions is not robust enough for robust robot applications. 

Table 3. Performance summary DR (%) on V set. Bold letters indicate best working methods 
for variants with and without re-initialization. #RE = Number of re-initializations 

 V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 Avg Std #RE 

HOG 45.27 79.11 13.25 49.40 43.77 33.19 7.35 46.84 39.77 22.47 - 

HOG1/2 98.58 99.43 86.42 71.05 100.0 89.67 55.57 94.83 86.94 15.89 - 

TDK 36.50 62.20 70.24 43.40 14.61 24.50 10.90 7.85 33.77 23.56 - 

CT 29.76 66.58 58.69 47.26 36.99 8.57 0.00 8.89 32.09 24.72 - 

HOG+RE 28.66 65.69 13.51 40.18 71.94 39.10 48.92 47.91 44.48 18.87 1129.6 

HOG1/2+RE 97.91 99.43 86.36 95.45 99.19 90.91 71.33 95.13 91.96 9.44 104.3 

TDK+RE 36.50 64.07 72.17 43.43 16.46 41.78 36.26 23.01 41.71 18.80 352.7 

CT+RE 75.64 55.13 64.43 44.43 84.35 40.51 17.23 51.08 54.10 21.16 72.5 

Table 4. Performance summary on VO set. Bold letters indicate best working methods for 
variants with and without re-initialization.  

MRT := Maximum recover time, #RE = Number of re-initializations 

 
VO1 VO2 VO3 VO4 Average 

#RE 
MRT DR % MRT DR % MRT DR % MRT DR % DR % Std 

HOG 2s 32.99 32s 100 32s 100 2s* 14.19 61.79 44.78 - 

HOG1/2 2s* 12.05 0s 11.66 0s 19.44 8s 71.39 28.63 28.73 - 

TDK 0s 7.45 0s 11.98 0s 19.44 1s 30.07 17.23 9.88 - 

CT 0s 7.45 0s 11.66 0s 19.44 1s 3.83 10.59 6.71 - 

HOG+RE 8s 90.25 32s 100 32s 100 32s 81.19 92.86 9.04 771.8 

HOG1/2+RE 1s 45.36 32s 89.29 32s 82.02 32s 76.24 73.23 19.33 275.8 

TDK+RE 0s 54.64 0s 11.66 0s 19.44 32s 93.24 44.75 37.35 202 

CT+RE 0s 12.13 0s 11.66 0s 19.44 8s* 30.40 18.41 8.75 94 

* The method lost the subject and recovered it before the last recovered occlusion.  
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Video V6 Video V8 

Fig. 2. Results on the V Set (accumulated detection rates). The step signal (red) indicates 
occlusions. The red, dashed signal represents a perfect tracking. 

 
Video VO1 Video VO2 

Fig. 3. Results on the VO set (accumulated detection rates). The step signal (red) indicates 
occlusions. The Red, dashed signal represents a perfect tracking. 

In Table 5 and Figure 3, we can see the results of the methods evaluated in the VD 
set. HOG1/2+RE shows again the best performance in all videos and it is closely 
followed by HOG1/2. The performance of the TDK and CT tracking methods is low 
again. However their results improve if they are re-initialized. Kinect-based method 
performs better than all versions of the TDK and CT tracking methods, but worse than 
the HOG-based ones. The laser tracking method has a good performance in the first 
two videos, but in the video VD3 it has the worst performance, maybe because in this 
video a lot of people stay besides the subject being followed, and the information used 
by the method (tracked objects are represented as segments) is not robust enough. 

In average the Kinect has a better performance (45.84%) than pure tracking 
methods (TDK and CT), both with and without re-initialization, but the Kinect 
performance is not even close to the HOG based methods. This happens although the 
Kinect uses depth information which one would expect to simplify the segmentation 
and tracking of the subject. Note that in these videos the cloth wore by the subject is  
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Table 5. Performance (Detection rate) summary on VD set. Bold letters indicate best working 
methods for variants with and without re-initialization. #RE = Number of re-initializations 

 VD1 [DR%] VD2 [DR%] VD3 [DR%] Avg [DR%] Std #Re 

Laser 73.50 68.42 9.10 50.34 35.81 - 
Kinect 42.05 58.08 37.39 45.84 10.85 - 
HOG 60.90 71.71 26.18 52.93 23.79 - 

HOG1/2 100 93.51 98.94 97.48 3.48 - 
TDK 24.50 16.82 23.32 21.55 4.14 - 
CT 16.07 17.67 27.18 20.31 6.01 - 

HOG+RE 60.64 71.43 53.20 61.76 9.17 892.3 
HOG1/2+RE 98.78 98.31 95.82 97.64 1.59 56.6 

TDK+RE 31.79 38.25 21.36 30.47 8.52 146 
CT+RE 48.48 41.73 13.59 34.60 18.51 12.7 

 
detected by the Kinect and the laser (it is an easy cloth for those sensors). In a case 
with “difficult” clothes (e.g. back), one would expect that the performance of the 
Kinect and laser based methods would decrease. We believe that this happens because 
a more robust segmentation and/or better features for classification need to be 
developed for depth data (the amount of research that has been done using visual data 
is much higher that the one devoted to depth data). 

HOG-based methods are much more robust than all other methods, but at the same 
time they are rather slow (e.g. they are 100 times slower that the Kinect). Fast 
methods using depth-sensors could be re-initialized using HOG-based ones in order to 
make them robust to occlusions and give them a better initialization (e.g. the Kinect 
requires the subject to move to initialize the tracking). In summary, we think that 
visual methods are robust enough, and could be used as to complement or even 
replace depth-based methods, as depth-based methods cannot be used in outdoors, and 
may present problems detecting some kinds of cloth, among other problems. 

 

 
Video VD1 Video VD2 

Fig. 4. Results on VD set (accumulated detection rate). The step signal (red) indicates 
occlusions. The Red, dashed signal represents a perfect tracking. 
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5 Discussion and Conclusions 

In this work, a preliminary analysis of the reliability of the Kinect and laser sensors 
for measuring depth under different environmental conditions was performed. A set 
of images of subjects wearing different clothes under various conditions was captured 
using those sensors. From these captured images it was observed that the range 
sensors did not correctly detected 4 out of 18 clothes. The distance between the sensor 
and the cloth/object to be captured, the amount of illumination on the cloth and on the 
sensor, and the viewpoint angle are all factors that increase the probability that the 
depth of the cloth cannot be measured properly. The detections are affected by sun 
light, even in indoors, and this effect is dependent on the time of the day. 

Three databases of videos were built for evaluating and comparing the tracking 
methods. Results from the V Set database show that the HOG1/2+RE method has the 
highest detection rate (91.96%), followed by HOG1/2 (86.94%) and then CT+RE 
(54.10%). Re-initialization proves to be useful as it improves the results around 10%. 
The results from the VO Set show that the best method is HOG+RE (92.86%) 
followed by HOG1/2+RE (76.24%) and then by HOG (61.79%). In this database 
people are far from the robot and the whole body is seen in the images; this is the 
reason of HOG getting the best performance instead of HOG1/2. These results show 
that HOG based methods can be robust under occlusions (temporal coherence is 
required), that tracking methods such as CT and TDK are not robust enough, and that 
re-initialization helped when occlusions occurred. Results from the VD set show that 
best results are obtained by HOG1/2+RE (97.64%), followed by HOG1/2 (97.48)%, 
HOG+RE (61.76%), the laser tracker (50.34%) and by the Kinect tracker (45.84%). 
Results from this last database show that image-based methods derived from HOG 
outperform depth-based methods even in cases where the cloth color did not affect the 
depth-based methods. The laser has good performance in two videos, but in a third 
video, where the subject approaches a crowd, its performance decreased, thus lacking 
robustness in this situation. It is important to notice that the performance of 
HOG1/2+RE is 30% higher than the one of the Kinect based method! 

The runtime of the methods is critical for tracking targets that can realize quick 
movements. Using the VD set, runtimes were compared, measured as frame per 
second (fps), but not including the sensing time. Results show that the laser-based 
method has the highest frame rate (1,507fps) followed by the Kinect tracking (77fps), 
by CT (31 fps), and by TDK (14fps). HOG-based methods have very low frame rates 
(0.39fps),which make them unsuitable when agile tracking of people is required. In 
this case, tracking methods CT+RE and TDK+RE can be useful because they run fast, 
and re-initialization using HOG only occurs when the tracker loss the target. Future 
work includes developing a system that is able to integrate visual, Kinect and laser 
information in an optimal way for obtaining a highly reliable tracker. 
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